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Features
1. Screening Can Be Accomplished Quickly: The essence of screening is its quickness.
The basic screening of most students can be completed within 45 to 60 minutes. This
may be shorter for students with more limited skills.

5. A Score Can Be Calculated for Ranking and Grouping Purposes:
A point value is assigned to each skill in the basic screening assessments to provide a
means of calculating a score for each of the key areas.

2. Screening Provides a Sampling of Skills for Key Areas: The basic assessments
provide a sampling of the student’s development and skills in key areas, such as
literacy, numeracy and auditory and visual discrimination. A discussion and
demonstration of the domains and factors that these skills can be categorised into can
be found in the CIBS-R Standardisation and Validation Manual.

6. Assessments Are Criterion-Referenced, Curriculum-Referenced and NormReferenced: The criterion-referencing and curriculum-referencing of the assessments
provide data that can be translated into instructional objectives. Additionally, results
of the 1999 standardisation and validation study allow norm-referenced
interpretation.

3. Screening Will Be a Successful Experience for Most Students: Each screening
assessment is at a skill level that will allow a high degree of success for most students.
Thus, most students will feel positive about the screening.

7. No Special Material or Equipment Is Needed

4. Helpful Notes Are Included: Notes related to possible observations, interpretations,
criteria, supplemental assessments and techniques for encouraging the student to
perform are included with each assessment.
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8. Duplication of Assessments Can Be Avoided: The skills included in the basic
assessments are the same as those included in the BRIGANCE Diagnostic
Comprehensive Inventory of Basic Skills (Prep/K–9). Program personnel using either
Inventory with its accompanying individual Record Book for the purposes of
assessing, record keeping, tracking and instructional planning can frequently avoid
duplication of assessment time. Much of the data needed for screening can be taken
from the individual Record Book if it is current and valid. Likewise, data obtained
from the screening assessment can be recorded in the individual Record Book.

Features

Purpose
Until its recent revision, the Comprehensive Inventory of Basic Skills was exclusively
a criterion-referenced measure, widely used in curricular planning, assessment of
readiness skills and in the development of Individual Educational Programs (IEP).
With the publication of the CIBS–R, the screen is also standardised and validated
on children five to thirteen years of age. Educational personnel can now obtain
not only detailed information about students’ skill levels, but also validated yearequivalent and age-equivalent scores, percentile ranks and quotients (with a mean
of 100 and a standard deviation of 15). This enables the measure to be used for
diagnostic, as well as classroom, assessment.
PURPOSE
As with its criterion-referenced application, the screen is designed to be
administered in classroom settings, by teachers. Accordingly, the standardisation
and validation of the Basic Skills Screen was conducted largely by teachers who
administered the test to their own students in classroom settings. This means that
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the Basic Skills Screen produces a complete range of data on students’ skill levels
as demonstrated under real-life, everyday conditions.
The standardised portions of the CIBS–R are designed to meet assessment
requirements. This means that the screen can be used as the educational portion
of the battery that identifies children with learning disabilities, giftedness or
other exceptionalities. Specifically, the Basic Skills Screen produces year level
equivalents, age equivalents, percentiles and quotients in six of the seven areas of
achievement designated for the detection of learning disabilities (basic reading
skills, reading comprehension, maths calculation, maths reasoning, written
language and listening comprehension). The Basic Skills Screen also provides data
on students’ information-processing skills in order to detect students with
learning disabilities caused by processing deficits.
Ultimately, the Basic Skills Screen shows how students are progressing and identifies
their strengths and weaknesses across skill areas. Consequently, the measure
continues to be indispensable in IEP development and program planning.

Purpose

Description of Assessments
YEAR ONE TO YEAR SIX ASSESSMENTS

Word Analysis Composite

Listening Comprehension Composite

G-1 WORD ANALYSIS SURVEY—samples phonemic awareness and knowledge,
including students’ ability to discriminate like and different sounds in
spoken words, identify initial sounds, substitute sounds in rhyming words,
decode word parts and divide words into syllables.

C-2 SENTENCE MEMORY—samples students’ ability to repeat sentences of
different lengths (based on number of syllables).
C-3 FOLLOWS ORAL DIRECTIONS—samples students’ ability to listen to and
follow oral directions of one or more steps in the correct sequence given
for at least two of three directions.
C-4 LISTENING VOCABULARY COMPREHENSION LEVEL-PLACEMENT TEST—samples
students’ ability to comprehend the meaning of words by the naming of the
one in a list of four that has a different meaning.
C-5 LISTERNING COMPREHENSION LEVEL-PLACEMENT TEST—samples students’
ability to listen, comprehend and respond orally to five comprehension
questions from lower year one level to year nine level.
C-6 LISTENING OBSERVATIONS CHECKLIST—This checklist can be used by teachers
and examiners to assess the students’ skills and behaviours related to
listening.

Written Expression Composite
I-1
J-1

J-2

J-3

SPELLING LEVEL-PLACEMENT TEST—samples students’ ability to write with
correct spelling, words from year one to year eight word lists.
WRITES CURSIVE LOWERCASE LETTERS IN SEQUENCE—samples students’
ability to correctly and legibly write the lowercase letters of the alphabet
from memory.
WRITES CURSIVE UPPERCASE LETTERS IN SEQUENCE—samples students’ ability
to correctly and legibly write the uppercase letters of the alphabet from
memory.
SENTENCE-WRITING LEVEL-PLACEMENT TEST—samples students’ ability to
create and write sentences, given three to five stimulus words.
WRITES PERSONAL DATA—samples students’ ability to read personal data
form and correctly and legibly supply written details.

Basic Reading Composite

J-5

D-1 WORD RECOGNITION LEVEL-PLACEMENT TEST—samples students’ ability to
read single words from pre-primer level (before formal schooling) to year
eight.

Maths Composite

Oral Reading Composite
E-1

ORAL READING—samples students’ ability to read aloud with accurate
pronunciation stories of varying length from primer level to year nine.

Reading Comprehension Composite
F-1

F-2
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READING VOCABULARY COMPREHENSION LEVEL-PLACEMENT TEST—samples
students’ understanding of the meaning of printed words by the identification
of the one with a different meaning, given competing choices.
COMPREHENDS PASSAGES—samples students’ ability to read and comprehend
a short passage between the primer level (first year of formal schooling)
and year nine level and answer oral questions.

M-1 COMPUTATIONAL SKILLS LEVEL-PLACEMENT TEST—samples students’ ability to
solve calculations involving addition, subtraction, multiplication, division,
fractions and percentages.
M-2 PROBLEM-SOLVING LEVEL-PLACEMENT TEST—samples students’ ability to apply
computational skills to practical problems. Word problems are read to (or
by) students, who then solve them using basic arithmetic processes, the
ability to operate with fractions, and so forth.
Numbers Composite
N-1 RECOGNISES NUMBERS—samples students’ ability to recognise and read
numbers of varying amounts.
N-2 ARRANGES NUMBERS IN ORDER—samples students’ ability to write numbers
in numerical order from the smallest to the largest number.
Description of Assessments

Description of Assessments (cont.)
N-3 UNDERSTANDS ORDINAL NUMBERS—samples students’ ability to comprehend
and identify ordinal positions as shown in an image.
N-4 WRITES NUMBERS AS DICTATED—samples students’ ability to comprehend
and write numbers of varying lengths and complexity.

problems are those who take an excessively long time to finish their work (i.e.
read, write or compute far more slowly than most children). Often, children with
processing problems have difficulty initiating tasks, since they are usually aware
of their difficulties and are readily overwhelmed when presented with tasks.

Social Competence Composite

Maths Information Processing. By counting the number of computational
problems completed in 60 seconds, this scoring procedure samples
computational rate.

S-1

SOCIAL COMPETENCE CHECKLIST—this checklist can be used by teachers and
examiners to assess the student’s skills and behaviours related to social
competence.

INFORMATION PROCESSING. Because learning disorders may occur in only
one academic area, the following assessments are not combined into a composite
score but are viewed individually for evidence of unique types of informationprocessing deficits. Their value in reflecting significant problems should also be
based on observations of classroom difficulties. Students with processing
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Writing Information Processing. By counting the number of correctly written
sentences completed in 120 seconds, this scoring procedure samples writing rate.
Reading Information Processing. By using a stopwatch while students read
passages on the reading comprehension assessment, this scoring procedure
samples reading rate.

Description of Assessments

C-3 FOLLOWS ORAL DIRECTIONS
SKILL: Listens to and follows oral directions of one or more steps in the correct
sequence given.

This assessment is made by asking the student to follow an oral direction of
one or more steps in the sequence given.

STUDENT RECORD BOOK: Page 2.
CLASS RECORD BOOK: Page 16.
ASSESSMENT METHOD: Instructor’s judgment, based on observations of learner’s
performance in class or in the appropriate situation or setting.
MATERIALS: Pencil, paper and objects typically found in the classroom or testing
situation.
DISCONTINUE: After determining the greatest number of steps in a direction the
student can listen to and follow; or when fewer than two of three complete
directions at each skill level can be performed in the order given.
TIME: Your discretion.
ACCURACY: At least two of any three complete directions for a skill level. If any step
of a direction is left out or is in the wrong sequence, do not give credit.
If the student performs the first two directions successfully, do not give the third
direction, but proceed to the next higher skill level.
NOTES:
Possible Observations: Following oral directions, particularly those having two
or more steps, requires integration of the skills listed below. As the student
responds to the oral directions, observe for indications that he/she is integrating
the following prerequisite skills:
a. Auditory Reception: Observe for any indication that the student is not aware
of sounds, possibly due to hearing loss. See the Listening Observations
Checklist, page 24.
b. Vocabulary Comprehension: Does the student comprehend verbs such as put
or give, and directional and positional concepts such as up or on? For
diagnostic purposes, multistep directions can be given one step at a time to
determine if the student is performing unsuccessfully because of poor
vocabulary comprehension.
If it appears the student’s performance is related to a lack of vocabulary
development, the same should be noted in the Student Record Book. For
example, when asked to ‘Touch your nose’ does the student fail to do so
because he/she does not understand the verb touch?
(continues on page 5)
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DIRECTIONS

Six of each kind of direction (one-, two-, three-, or four-step) are listed below
and on the following page. Start the assessment with the greatest number of
steps in a direction that you anticipate the student can follow successfully.
Select three directions from the list that are the most appropriate for the
student, based on his/her interest, age level and the availability of materials.
For example, select items related to a blackboard only if one is available and it
is of the appropriate height for the student to write on it.
To begin the assessment,
Say: I am going to tell you some things to do. I want you to listen carefully
to what I say. Then do the things that I tell you to do. Be sure to do
them just the way I tell you.
Give the direction at a comfortable rate and in a tone of voice that would
typically be used when giving directions in the classroom. Pause after giving
the direction. Allow the student adequate time to follow the direction. Give
encouragement, but do not repeat the direction.
If necessary, begin each direction by
Saying: Listen carefully. I want you to . . . (Give the direction.)
1. One-Step Directions: Select any three directions.
a. Walk to the window.
b. Put the pencil on the table.
c. Touch your nose.
d. Sit in the chair.
e. Point to the window.
f. Close (or open) the door.

(continues)

C-3 Follows Oral Directions

2. Two-Step Directions: Select any three directions.
a. Stand up and turn around.
b. Raise your hand and tap your foot.
c. Walk to the blackboard and draw a line.
d. Walk around the desk and then sit down.
e. Hop to the door and then knock on it.
f. Put the pencil on the floor and clap your hands.
3. Three-Step Directions: Select any three directions.
a. Stand up, walk around the chair, and then sit down.
b. Go to the blackboard, write your name on the blackboard,
and then bring the chalk to me.
c. Walk to the door, skip back to the chair, and then sit down.
d. Walk to the window, point outside, and then hop back to
the chair.
e. Turn around, put your hands on your head, and then lift
one foot.
f. Raise your hand, wave it, and then put both hands over
your eyes.

NOTES: (continued)
c. Auditory Memory: Can the student remember what is said? For example,
when asked to ‘Walk to the blackboard and draw a line’, does the student fail
to draw a line because he/she does not understand the verb draw or the
concept of line, or is it because he/she has forgotten the direction by the time
he/she got to the blackboard?
d. Sequencing: At a higher level of memory, can the student remember what to do
in following the given sequence?
e. Fine-Motor and Gross-Motor Performance: Is the student unable to follow
directions because of poor motor performance? For example, when asked to
‘Hop to the door,’ does the student fail to do so because he/she cannot hop?

OBJECTIVE
(date)
(student’s name) will listen
By ___________
, when given three oral directions, _______________
(number)
to and follow ___________ -step directions in the sequence given for at least two
of the three directions.

4. Four-Step Directions: Select any three directions.
a. Write your age on the blackboard, draw a circle around
your age, draw an X through your age, and then erase what you
have written.
b. Touch your nose, hop on one foot, hop on both feet, and
then sit down.
c. Put the pencil on the chair, put the paper on top of it, pick
up the pencil and paper, and then sit down.
d. Fold the paper, give me the paper, walk around the chair, and then
stand beside it.
e. Write an X on the paper, tear the paper in half, give me one half, and
then put the other half in the rubbish bin.
f. Write your name on the paper, write your age on the blackboard,
circle your age on the blackboard, and then circle your name on the
paper.
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C-3 Follows Oral Directions

F-1 Reading Vocabulary—Form A

Form A
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DIRECTIONS: One word in each list does not belong
with the other four words. Read the words in each list.
Then underline the word that does not belong.

S-45

Name: ___________________________________________________
Date: ____________________________________________________
Examiner: ______________________________________________

EXAMPLE: door
window
bike
floor
wall

9. eye
throat
knee
heart
reward

8. nurse
baker
pilot
machine
actor

7. president
crowd
leader
chief
captain

6. Friday
November
April
July
December

5. artist
farmer
doctor
teacher
package

4. river
creek
island
sea
stream

3. cake
leg
foot
arm
hand

2. pig
rabbit
cat
coat
dog

1. brown
big
green
red
yellow

10. fiery
sizzling
shivering
smouldering
scorching

11. responsible
dependable
respected
stable
suspicious

12. miserable
horrible
gloomy
delightful
terrible

13. satisfied
confused
annoyed
tense
bothered
16. ravine
crater
gorge
trench
crevice
19. deceptive
corrupt
ruthless
virtuous
vicious
22. legitimate
fabricate
substantiate
inaugurate
authenticate

14. accompanist
opponent
sponsor
supporter
companion
17. average
standard
traditional
uniform
unique
20. celebrity
traitor
tyrant
defeatist
defendant
23. vital
indispensable
insignificant
essential
imperative

15. exhausted
frazzled
fatigued
weary
energetic
18. scanty
sensational
magnificent
captivating
spectacular
21. crisis
plight
marvel
dilemma
quandary
24. deter
avert
thwart
augment
impede

❖F-1 READING VOCABULARY COMPREHENSION LEVEL-PLACEMENT TEST—FORM A
SKILL: Reads three lists of five words at year level (one to eight) and identifies the
word in each list that does not belong.
STUDENT RECORD BOOK: Page 8.
CLASS RECORD BOOK: Page 18.
ASSESSMENT METHODS: Individual oral response; individual or group
written response.
MATERIALS:
• S-45 (Form A) or S-46 (Form B).
• A copy of S-45 (Form A) or S-46 (Form B) and a pencil.
DISCONTINUE: Your discretion, or after determining the highest year level at
which the student can read words with at least 2/3 (67%) comprehension
accuracy.
TIME: Your discretion, or allow as much time as the student can profitably use.
ACCURACY: 2/3 (67%) for each year level.
NOTE:
REFERENCES: See Introduction, page 42, for a discussion of the referencing of the
word lists in the assessment.
STUDENT-PAGE FORMAT, SKILL ANALYSIS AND ANSWERS FOR S-45—FORM A
Year 1
1. brown
2. pig
big
rabbit
green
cat
red
coat
yellow
dog
Year 2
4. river
5. artist
creek
farmer
doctor
island
sea
teacher
stream
package
Year 3
7. president
8. nurse
baker
crowd
leader
pilot
chief
machine
captain
actor
Year 4
10. fiery
11. responsible
sizzling
dependable
shivering
respected
smoldering
stable
scorching
suspicious
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3. cake
leg
foot
arm
hand
6. Friday
November
April
July
December
9. eye
throat
knee
heart
reward
12. miserable
horrible
gloomy
delightful
terrible

Year 5
14.
13. satisfied
confused
annoyed
tense
bothered
Year 6
16. ravine
17.
crater
gorge
trench
crevice
Year 7
19. deceptive
20.
corrupt
ruthless
virtuous
vicious
Year 8
22. legitimate 23.
fabricate
substantiate
inaugurate
authenticate

accompanist 15. exhausted
frazzled
opponent
sponsor
fatigued
supporter
weary
companion
energetic
average
standard
traditional
uniform
unique

18. scanty
sensational
magnificent
captivating
spectacular

celebrity
traitor
tyrant
defeatist
defendant

21. crisis
plight
marvel
dilemma
quandary

vital
24.
indispensable
insignificant
essential
imperative

deter
avert
thwart
augment
impede

DIRECTIONS
This assessment is made by asking the student to read silently three lists of words for a
year level on Form A or Form B and identify the word in each list that does not belong.
Individual Oral Response: Point to Form A.
Say: One word in each list does not belong with the other four words. I want you
to read to yourself the words in each list. Then tell me the word that does
not belong. Look at the EXAMPLE. The word that does not belong is . . .
Pause for the student’s response. If the student does not respond,
Ask: Which one is not part of a house? (bike)
Discuss and explain if needed.
Then begin the assessment by pointing to the lists of words for the year level at which
you expect the student to succeed. Do not give help reading the words.
Continue the assessment at higher year levels until you determine the highest year
level at which the student can identify the words that do not belong in the lists with at
least 67% accuracy.
Individual or Group Written Response: Give each student a copy of Form A (or
Form B) and a pencil. Point out the DIRECTIONS and the EXAMPLE to the student.
Say: One word in each list does not belong with the other four words. When I tell
you to begin, I want you to read the words in each list. Then underline the
word that does not belong. Look at the EXAMPLE. The word that does not
belong is . . .
Pause for the student’s response. When it appears the student understands and is
ready to begin,
Say: Begin with the word list in (number). Indicate the number for the year level at
which you expect the student to succeed. Keep working until you finish or I
tell you to stop.
To derive standard scores including percentiles on this assessment, you must adhere
strictly to the DIRECTIONS given for oral or written response.
ENTRY: for years 1–3 start with item 1; for year 4 with item 4;
and for years 5 and 6 with item 7.
BASAL: 3 consecutive correct responses.
CEILING: 3 consecutive incorrect responses.

OBJECTIVE
(date)
By ___________
, when given three lists of five words introduced in reading texts
_____
at the
level including one word in each list that does not belong,
(student’s name) will silently read each list and identify the word that does not
_______________
belong. The task will be performed with an accuracy of at least 2/3 (67%).

F-1 Reading Vocabulary Comprehension Level-Placement Test—Form A

